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WHO WE ARE
International Fashion Network is the first original digital Media Network, which focus its
core business on the “niche” market of Design, Fashion, Glamour and Luxury Lifestyle
with a particular focus on the “Sustainability”. Our high quality standards of reportages,
TV, video and media productions in general serve a conspicuous number of global major
brands, conventional and digital broadcasters and media. Our expertise and standards
are worldwide recognized by stakeholders of this fast evolving industry “niche”.
After 12 years of broadcasting and media productions within the “intimate niche” of
the Concierge Luxury Fashion and Lifestyle, in the late 2017 the International Fashion
Network become the “I.F.N. Foundation” aiming the goal of promoting excellences and
growing the brand awareness of architects, artists, designers, fashion designers and
environmentally friendly projects.
Our daily activities goes from the video broadcast of our media productions to the
exploration of the new designers and brands proposals evaluating and examining what is
proposed on the global market. IFN and its LPUs produces interviews, products placement,
movies, still life productions, brainstorm for consulting or creating commercial campaign
for brands and companies in need of a strong and impressive visual communication,
corporate movies for brands and companies which need a more glamorous approach
to the local and/or international market, advertising commercials, outdoor advertising,
fashion and technical photo shoots.
Within our highly trained professionals there are many multi “Academy Award-Winner”
directors and D.O.P. that are the most requested on the market for commercial campaign
and editorials for both fashion photo shoot and commercial product placement videos.
Among our professional crew we have professionals working with Asif Kapadia director of
“The Tale of Thomas Burberry”, Spike Jonze who worked on the Kenzo World Fragrance,
Steven Klein who realized the last campaign of BALMAIN with Olivier Rusteing which
testimonial were Kim Kardashian and Kanye West with special cameo song of SIA, William
Strobeck for SUPREME The New York-based cult skater brand, Christopher Simmonds
art director for Glen Luchford creating with Alessandro Michele the new campaign for
GUCCI, Harley Weir for Wales Bonner, Nick Knight who directed “The Seven Deadly Sins
of Edward Enninful”, the film that explores the seven biblical sins through seven audiovisual combinations, Director X that directed for Alexander Wang the campaign that
chronicles the lavish lifestyle of a social set partying in a Beverly Hills mansion with film
start as Big Sean and Skrillex, alongside Zoë Kravitz, Kylie Jenner and Binx Walton, Hype
Williams that created a dynamic moving portrait of the unique faces featured in Marc
Jacob’s beautifully strange campaign.
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FOUNDATION FUNCTIONS
Foundation
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Being fully aware that it is only one of the many players
in the economic and social arena and that it cannot be a
substitute for other organizations, the Foundation carries
out three main functions:

It acts, as an organization that backs the development of local communities, especially
by promoting innovative actions that respond to emerging, unmet needs or by providing
novel responses to deep-seated needs, in fields and sectors not catered to by the
public administration and private organizations. Promoting innovative actions means
to give voice to organizations and projects that can respond to public needs, avoiding
any traditional or out-dated models. As such, the Foundation devotes special attention
to actions leading to the development of the human capital of a community, e.g. the
development of new skills or innovation in traditional jobs, that is the only assurance of
innovative capacity in the long haul. Hence, the Foundation gives priority to support
specific projects rather than providing general aid to organizations. This is, in fact, the
only way to precisely assess whether a program is innovative and responds to the needs
of the community. It fosters the formation and consolidation of independent, robust and
efficient entities that can autonomously take care of community needs.
The action of the Foundation is not geared to solving problems, but to building the
social ability to find solutions to problems, also by contributing to the development of
individuals or organizations that take direct responsibility for a given issue and in time
handle it autonomously. Thus, the Foundation does not provide lifelong support to one or
more organizations, since that would risk to become pure welfare. I.F.N.’s style of action
is to provide support for the take off of projects or organizations that have the ability to
stand on their own feet, by gathering funds from other philanthropic organizations or
raising them from the public, whenever possible. Otherwise the Foundation’s financial
resources would be locked for long periods of time and could hardly be used for
worthwhile alternative initiatives.
It facilitates the solution of community problems acting as a catalyst for the parties
involved. The Foundation’s ability to contribute to the solution of collective problems is a
function of its neutrality as an entity that does not pursue its own interest and therefore
can act as a “mediator” between the parties involved as well as an organization that
anticipates and reveals problems.
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I.F.N. Network teams up with other organizations and associations that pursue the same
purposes. To provide the state of the art in each and every service. It cooperates with major
domestic and international LMPUs, while its philanthropic efforts are still deeply rooted in its
constituency (i.e. Art, Design, Sustainable Fashion). The Foundation owner of the Network
also partners up with prominent organizations in the social, cultural and scientific sphere.
These organizations view the I.F.N. Network as an important institutional partner.
“Our business model is anchored in a long term vision that builds on the heritage of our
Houses and stimulates creativity and excellence. This model drives the success of our Network
and ensures its promising future.”
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VISION
Profit and fortune is the natural result of
focusing on corporate values that revolve
around exclusivity, premium quality and
uniqueness. An experience that is unmatched,
unprecedented, and unmistakable goes handin-hand with this. This is IFN’s statements and
corporate values. The visions of iconic luxury
retail brands are much less about logic than
they are about emotion, which is the truth for
the customers as well.
The mission, vision, and values statements
of IFN define us, our customer experience,
the internal company culture, and the values
which guide daily decisions and business
practices. Each statement is as unique as the
exclusive luxury products and services the
businesses provide.
“Our success has been achieved through
creativity,

commitment

and

the

ability

to generate enthusiasm. The wishes and
emotions of our customers are the guiding
principles behind our every action.”

MISSION
It is the common thread that connects all the
companies that we work with: “To represent
the most refined qualities “Art de Vivre” (art
of living) around the world; to be synonymous
with

both

elegance

and

creativity;

to

blend tradition and innovation, and kindle
dream and fantasy.” IFN is definitely an
elevated concept that doesn’t view itself
as being a luxury/retailer advertiser. Rather,
it considers itself “lifestyle merchandisers”
and “trendsetter”. The company mission
statement is in alignment with that, focusing
on passion, purpose, people, and creating
an emotional connection, and not at all on
helping selling items.
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Decentralized
Organization
Our Network structure and
operating principles ensure that
Local Media Production Units
(LMPU) (such as Amsterdam
FTV, Dubai FTV, London FTV,
Milan FTV, New York FTV, Paris
FTV, Rome FTV) are both
autonomous and responsive.
This allows us to be extremely
close to our customers, to
ensure that rapid, effective
and appropriate decision can
be made. This approach also
sustains the motivation of our
employees, encouraging them to
show true entrepreneurial spirit.
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2
Organic
Growth

The I.F.N.
places priority on
organic growth and commits
significant resources to develop
its LMPUs, as well as to
encourage and protect creativity.
Our employees are key to this
approach, making it essential to
support their career growth and
encourage them to excel.
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Vertical
Integration
Vertical
integration
fosters
excellence
both
upstream
and
downstream,
allowing
control over the every link in
the value chain, from sourcing
and production facilities to
selective retailing.
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4
Creative
Synergies

Sharing of resources on a Network
scale creates intelligent synergies
while respecting the individual
identities and autonomy of our
media productions units. The
combined strength of the I.F.N.
Network is leveraged to benefit
each of its LMPUs. (Amsterdam
FTV, Dubai FTV, London FTV,
Milan FTV, New York FTV, Paris
FTV, Rome FTV)
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Sustaining
Savoir-faire
Our media production units
pursue a long-term vision.
To preserve their distinctive
identities and excellence, I.F.N.
and its LMPUs have developed
forward-thinking initiatives to
transmit savoir-faire and ensure
that technical knowledge and
creative métiers are valued by
younger generations.
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Balance across
business segments
Our Network has the resources
to sustain regular growth
thanks to the balance across
its business activities and a
well-distributed
geographic
footprint. This balance means
that we are well-positioned
to withstand the impact of
shifting economic factors.
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DEMOGRAPHICS 2017
GEO LOCATION

Watch Time (hours) Views x day

GEO LOCATION

Watch Time (hours) Views x day

United States

9,075,581 (15%)

1,567,506 (15%)

Ecuador

651,259 (1.1%)

90,956 (0.9%)

Mexico

3,201,315 (5.3%)

470,568 (4.4%)

Portugal

650,502 (1.1%)

119,445 (1.1%)

Russia

2,611,843 (4.4%)

416,964 (3.9%)

Greece

600,935 (1.0%)

89,266 (0.8%)

United Kingdom 2,408,097 (4.0%)

369,817 (3.5%)

Venezuela

576,383 (1.0%)

79,222 (0.7%)

Brazil

2,385,120 (4.0%)

408,529 (3.9%)

Ukraine

532,464 (0.9%)

135,277 (1.3%)

U.A.E.

2,218,223 (3.7%)

455,346 (4.3%)

Germany

529,003 (0.9%)

180,486 (1.7%)

Saudi Arabia

1,942,013 (3.2%)

320,620 (3.0%)

South Korea

503,524 (0.8%)

141,942 (1.3%)

Australia

1,743,635 (2.9%)

224,511 (2.1%)

Czechia

462,787 (0.8%)

72,378 (0.7%)

Thailand

1,737,083 (2.9%)

368,884 (3.5%)

Belgium

439,766 (0.7%)

69,044 (0.7%)

Canada

1,733,716 (2.9%)

274,663 (2.6%)

India

433,409 (0.7%)

100,754 (0.9%)

Poland

1,483,526 (2.5%)

243,887 (2.3%)

Georgia

377,905 (0.6%)

69,175 (0.7%)

France

1,365,965 (2.3%)

219,323 (2.1%)

Hong Kong

364,581 (0.6%)

72,917 (0.7%)

Japan

1,259,554 (2.1%)

252,907 (2.4%)

Austria

362,452 (0.6%)

59,983 (0.6%)

Italy

1,235,899 (2.1%)

224,740 (2.1%)

Norway

360,986 (0.6%)

47,543 (0.4%)

Spain

1,209,460 (2.0%)

309,378 (2.9%)

Romania

360,598 (0.6%)

63,651 (0.6%)

Netherlands

1,148,892 (1.9%)

155,868 (1.5%)

Hungary

332,358 (0.6%)

53,381 (0.5%)

Turkey

1,067,300 (1.8%)

226,836 (2.1%)

Switzerland

321,560 (0.5%)

53,189 (0.5%)

Saudi Arabia

946,602 (1.6%)

193,887 (1.8%)

Denmark

316,347 (0.5%)

46,936 (0.4%)

Malaysia

921,404 (1.5%)

178,617 (1.7%)

Slovakia

300,150 (0.5%)

45,508 (0.4%)

Indonesia

878,294 (1.5%)

172,184 (1.6%)

Israel

291,944 (0.5%)

57,141 (0.5%)

Peru

868,859 (1.5%)

147,943 (1.4%)

Serbia

289,478 (0.5%)

45,032 (0.4%)

Colombia

846,598 (1.4%)

209,950 (2.0%)

New Zealand

254,294 (0.4%)

36,883 (0.3%)

Chile

796,543 (1.3%)

123,791 (1.2%)

Bulgaria

248,862 (0.4%)

59,873 (0.6%)

Argentina

776,835 (1.3%)

122,816 (1.2%)

Ireland

230,439 (0.4%)

36,883 (0.3%)

Sweden

728,834 (1.2%)

108,117 (1.0%)

Singapore

657,837 (1.1%)

117,758 (1.1%)
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DEMOGRAPHICS 2017
GEO LOCATION

Watch Time (hours)

Views x day

GEO LOCATION

Watch Time (hours)

Views x day

Israel

216,889 (0.4%)

37,060 (0.3%)

Bahrein

216,889 (0.4%)

37,060 (0.3%)

Serbia

204,973 (0.3%)

35,996 (0.3%)

Lebanon

204,973 (0.3%)

35,996 (0.3%)

Croatia

193,971 (0.3%)

31,028 (0.3%)

Croatia

193,971 (0.3%)

31,028 (0.3%)

Mongolia

185,068 (0.3%)

31,683 (0.3%)

Mongolia

185,068 (0.3%)

31,683 (0.3%)

Kazakhstan

176,562 (0.3%)

45,013 (0.4%)

Kazakhstan

176,562 (0.3%)

45,013 (0.4%)

Finland

165,800 (0.3%)

27,059 (0.3%)

Finland

165,800 (0.3%)

27,059 (0.3%)

Morocco

154,823 (0.3%)

30,199 (0.3%)

Morocco

154,823 (0.3%)

30,199 (0.3%)

Costa Rica

149,718 (0.2%)

21,895 (0.2%)

Costa Rica

149,718 (0.2%)

21,895 (0.2%)

Lithuania

143,470 (0.2%)

23,298 (0.2%)

Lithuania

143,470 (0.2%)

23,298 (0.2%)

South Africa

135,982 (0.2%)

21,926 (0.2%)

South Africa

135,982 (0.2%)

21,926 (0.2%)

Dominican Republic

135,641 (0.2%)

19,188 (0.2%)

Dominican Republic

135,641 (0.2%)

19,188 (0.2%)

Slovenia

122,569 (0.2%)

19,835 (0.2%)

Slovenia

122,569 (0.2%)

19,835 (0.2%)

Unknown region

110,554 (0.2%)

22,727 (0.2%)

Unknown region

110,554 (0.2%)

22,727 (0.2%)

Latvia

101,940 (0.2%)

15,731 (0.1%)

Latvia

101,940 (0.2%)

15,731 (0.1%)

Belarus

98,811 (0.2%)

33,668 (0.3%)

Belarus

98,811 (0.2%)

33,668 (0.3%)

Puerto Rico

98,364 (0.2%)

13,657 (0.1%)

Puerto Rico

98,364 (0.2%)

13,657 (0.1%)

Panama

97,950 (0.2%)

13,771 (0.1%)

Panama

97,950 (0.2%)

13,771 (0.1%)

Egypt

95,668 (0.2%)

23,534 (0.2%)

Egypt

95,668 (0.2%)

23,534 (0.2%)

Tunisia

93,938 (0.2%)

18,603 (0.2%)

Tunisia

93,938 (0.2%)

18,603 (0.2%)

Guatemala

93,257 (0.2%)

14,826 (0.1%)

Guatemala

93,257 (0.2%)

14,826 (0.1%)

El Salvador

89,548 (0.1%)

14,133 (0.1%)

El Salvador

89,548 (0.1%)

14,133 (0.1%)

Cyprus

88,572 (0.1%)

12,922 (0.1%)

Cyprus

88,572 (0.1%)

12,922 (0.1%)

Macedonia (FYROM)

82,947 (0.1%)

13,482 (0.1%)

Macedonia (FYROM)

82,947 (0.1%)

13,482 (0.1%)

Uruguay

81,449 (0.1%)

12,933 (0.1%)

Uruguay

81,449 (0.1%)

12,933 (0.1%)

Armenia

81,099 (0.1%)

17,034 (0.2%)

Armenia

81,099 (0.1%)

17,034 (0.2%)
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VIEWER AGE

Male

Female

13–17 years

15%

85%

18–24 years

28%

72%

25–34 years

47%

53%

35–44 years

57%

43%

45–54 years

54%

46%

55–64 years

63%

37%

65+ years

49%

51%
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR
DEMOGRAPHICS AND REACH

At December 2017 The USP of IFN Network about the demographics and reach focuses on leverage
the decentralization structure model which gather together all different audience from the 7 different
regional production units we operate from (Amsterdam FTV, Dubai FTV, London FTV, Milan FTV, New
York FTV, Paris FTV, Rome FTV) counting a total world audience of 21.000.000 people. The Network
since the beginning in 2011 has grown exponentially at a rate of 15/20% per year. For the year 2020 we
will reach a total of 9 different regional production with two more international LPU.
• 25% of Cable TV or Satellite subscribers or IPTV Viewers know International Fashion Network Fashion
Tv (Vs 75% for other major World Networks). The notoriety reach 43% for people aged 15-45, and
more precisely 66% for people aged 31-40.
• 26% of individuals who know the Network also watch it (12% regular and 14% occasional viewers)
• Tha satisfactions score of viewers of the network is 7.2. 51% gives IFN a rating between 7 and 10.
• 82% of viewers appreciate al least one of the categories covered by the Nertwork. “Fashion” is the
favourite category by 35% of viewers followed by the category “Lifestyle”.

SOCIAL MEDIA
We are present on all the major social media platform such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Google +
Facebook
Flikr
Instagram
Pinterest
Twitter
Linkedin

With all the international social media platforms we reach an audience of more than 6 Million followers
counting Amsterdam, Dubai, London, Milan, New York, Paris, Rome, Tel Aviv.
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SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

Amsterdam - Dubai - London - Milan - New York - Paris - Rome

Facebook

Instagram

Pinterest
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Twitter

Google +

Flickr
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REGIONAL WEBSITE EXAMPLE
(Amsterdam)

GOVERNANCE
IFN - FOUNDATION
Manuel Perrotta
President

IFN - FOUNDATION - Dubai FTV
Graziella Ferraro
Treasurer

IFN - FOUNDATION - Amsterdam FTV
Greg Donowan
Secretary

IFN - FOUNDATION - Rome FTV
Davide Costantini
Board

IFN - FOUNDATION - New York FTV
Glenn Miles
Board

IFN - FOUNDATION - Milan FTV
Guido Grignani
Board

BOARD OF ADVISORS
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International Fashion Network

www.internationalfashionnetwork.org
333, Keizergracht 1016EG - Amsterdam - The Netherlands - KVK n. 72992077
email: info@internationalfashionnetwork.org

